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Due to the rapid increase of system "Voltage;;, the prohlem of corona 
phcnomenon on high "Voltage o"Verhead power transmission lines came more and 
more into prominence. Power and energy loss, respectively, due to corona is an 
undesirable cffeet, so keeping this loss on a low "Value is a substantial point 
of vie"w in transmission line design. The mean annual "Value of corona loss on 
appropriately dimensioned overhead transmission lines must not excecd 10% 
of thc total power loss of the line; is the line inadequately dimensioned, then 
its corona loss can be compared "with its po"wer loss. Besides, suitahly dimeu-
!"'ioned transmission lines, too, have sometimes considerahle corona, e.g. when 
during the peak period of the network system a temporarily appreciable loss 
occurs due to unfavourable "weather conditions; in such cases restrictions of 
the consumption, too, can he necessary. Appropriate dimensioning of tran:'-
mission lines is important also because of radio interference being incident to 
corona. 
According to the e"Vidence of IH'actical expcriences and engineering liter-
ature, corona is a rather complicated phenomenon. It has an acceptable quali-
tative explanation; its quantitative theoretical approach is, howe"Ver, rather 
difficult, as its process is influenced hy a numher of factors, the presenec of 
which is to he considered a8 stochastical. Somc of these factors are known. 
others, very likely, for the time heing unknown. Among the factors ,\--hicll 
affect corona the surface voltage gradient is foremost. This is influenccd hy 
lllany other factors, the most im portant of "which are the "Voltagc applied to the 
conductors, the geometric arrangement of the conductors and the smoothness 
of their outside surface. Considerable factors are furthermore "weather condi-
tions: finally the phenomenon is in a ~mall dpgree influenced by the load cur-
Ten t. too. 
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Prediction of corona loss 
Because of the difficulties mentioned ahove, actual loss values are all 
over the world determined hy means of measurements carried out on operat-
ing lines or on experimental lines. Nevertheless, there are several calculation 
methods descrihed in the engineering literature for the quantitatiH' approach 
of this phenomenon; hut all these methods yield different results. 
The Department of Electric Power Transmission and Distribution of 
Poly technical University of Budapest has worked out a calculation method 
for lines with hoth single and hundle conductors based upon measurements 
and upon statistical evaluation of data obtained by meteorological ohserva-
tions; the results of calculations carried out with application of this method 
are in a good correspondence with those published in the engineering litera-
ture [1]. 
The method in question gives four different cm'Yes for four \\"eather 
types (fine "weather, rain, snow and sleet) as 'work-helps for calculating losses 
occurring in different 'weather conditions as well as average losses deriving 
from these; the curves represent values of eorona loss (P) plotted against the 
actual voltage (U). In case of a particular transmission line type, loss can he 
expressed as an exponential function of the actual yoltage: consequently, t}w 
relationship 
I~ assumed to be linear (Uo is the eritical yoltage of corona, decisive for losse~ 
at a given transmission line type: f is the system frequency). The Illean annual 
loss calculated from the average 'weather data of Hungary comes to a value 
which is 1.5 to 2 times so high as it is in fine weather. The present paper doe:, 
not describe the method in details: it will he tht' subject of anothf'r paper which 
is to be published later. 
Inyestigations on the influence of geometric parameter,;; 
In the following section the dependence of corona loss on geometric 
parameters of transmission lines is examined by means of the n1f'thod mention-
ed above, keeping in view particularly transmission line design standpoint::'. 
Corona loss on extra high 'voltage transmission lines can not he neglected, con-
sequently, it is important that the yalue of the corona loss of a line could be 
predicted and the alternatives which can be taken into consideration could he 
compared "with respect to corona. Furthermore, it is desirable to know 'which 
parameters and in which sense should he varied in ordn to reduce corona 10;;5. 
ISFLCK\CE OF GEO.HETIUC 1'.·II/.·UIETEHS 4:) 
In the present paper diagrams are published which make possible the predic-
tion of corona loss on different 400 and 220 ky transmission lines. Geometric 
parameters of a line are, of course, chosen under simultaneous consideration 
of various yiewpoints (both technical and economic, such as mechanical and 
electric strength, operation and short-circuit loads, losses, practicability, etc.). 
As already stated above, the present paper deals only with the problem of 
corona loss. 
Several possibilities present themselves for comparing transmission lines 
of different geometric parameters with respect to corona loss. The most ad-
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equate comparisons seem to be those made under consideration of losses in 
fine ·weather. This latter is the most frequent of all ·weather types, as from the 
viewpoint of corona any 'I-eather when there is no rain, snow, fog or sleet is to 
he considered as fine weather. Consequently, this weather type can he defined 
most easily. Besides, another parameter 'which could come into consideration 
as a basis of comparison, namely the mean annual loss greatly depends upon 
'weather conditions of the area in question: thus, losses in fine weather are more 
adequate for this purpose. On the other hand, foreign engineering literature, 
too, generally applies losses in fine weather as a basis of comparing different 
transmi:3sion lines. 
Furthermore, it proves useful to express losses in reiati,-e units, consider-
ing that our inyestigations arc of general character. The transmission line 
Sajoszoged-Zuglo I has been chosen as a reference for 220 ky, and the trans-
mission line Munkacs-God, which is the only existing 400 ky line in Hungary. 
for 400 kv lines. Configurations of these lines arc illustrated in Figs la and lb, 
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showing also geometric dimensioll~. (The pictures are not true-to-scale !) Three-
phase loss yalues per unit length 11 ave been determined hy means of the method 
mentioned ahove, applying a computer programme. The three-phase reference 
yalues for fine "-eather and for rated yoltage are the following: 
Po 400 = 0.4·66 kilo"watts/kilometre, 
0.090 kilowatts/kilometre. 
As stated ahoye, yariations of the relatiye '<llues of losses in fin'~ \\-eathcr 
are examined in dependenee on geometric parameters as listed helow: 
ayerage height of the conductors ahoyc ground (h): 
ayerage distance hetween the phase conductors (Da,,); 
hundle spacing (d), supposing a symmetrical arrangement of the 
subconcluctors: 
ISFLl"K,'CE OF GEOJfETRIC PARA.lIETERS 
- numher of 5ubconductors of a bundle (n): 
radius of the conductors (r). 
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The calculations haye heen performed 'with a RAZDAN 3 type computer 
of YEIKI (Research Institute of the Electric Utility Industry) by means of a 
computer programme written in ALGOL. Fig. 2 illustrates the scheme of the 
calculations. 
In the programme use has heen made of the snaight line representing 
the relationship 
p 
loa 
l:) rU' o J 5 
mentioned earlier [3]; the slope of the line is fJ = 4.42 and it intersects the 
y-axis at q = -lOAO. Thus, the relationship Seryillg for determination of the 
relatiye yalue of loss is the following: 
p 
Po 
3 jT" I" U R uii exp \q T P U 
u , 
The critical yoltage U o has been calculated by means of the following 
relationt'hip: 
rnmEo(r) 
Uo = 7[ Jli EO -c-------=r~--7[-, -=]-
[1+2(n l)-sin-, C cl n 
line-to-ground ky, 
where, in addition to the notations giyen earlier: 
24.5(1 + 0.613)' peak kvjem, 
rO. 4 
r is the conductor radius in metres, 
m = 0.82 is the relative smoothness factor of the surface of the stranded 
conductor (an ayerage value with good approximation), 
C is the positive-sequence capacitance per phase conductor, calculated 
as the ayerage yaIue of the three phase line, under consideration of the in-
fluence of ground, neglecting the presence of ground 'wires, in nanofarachjkilo-
metre (this simplification is permissible, as the relatiye deyiation from the 
capacitance determined correctly, by means of the method of potential coeffi-
cients, is less than 2 %). 
The results ohtained are illustrated by diagrams in Figs 3 and 4, Fig. 3 
contains CllrVeS regarding 220 kv, Fig. 4 those concerning 400 kv transmission 
lines. At the examination of the influence of the individual parameters on 
corona loss, all the other parameters huye been chosen constant and idcntical 
with those of the reference line. Calculations have heen performed fOT single 
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conductor as well as for bundle conductors containing two, three and four sub-
conductors, supposing that the total cross sectional area per phase is constant. 
This supposition is justified by the fact that a given power can be transmitted 
in several different ways, and it is desirable, however, to keep current density 
on a constant value determined by technical and economic viewpoints. In 
accordance 'with this requirement, the curves in Figs a, band c concerning to 
220 kv lines refer to cross sections of 1 ><350 mm2, 2 x185 mm2 and 3 x120 
mm2, that of 400 kv refer to cross sections of 1 x800 mm2, 2 x600 mm2, 
3 ><400 mm2 and 4 ><300 mm2• The 1 ><800 mm2 conductor does not meet this 
requirement, but larger sizes are nowhere produced; as for the total cross sec-
tional area of 1200 mm2, it is identical with the size of the only 400 kv trans-
mission line in Hungary as well as of a number of 400 kv lines built "with bundle 
conductors abroad, consequently it "was desirable to keep to it. On the other 
hand, applying single conductors at 4.00 kv would be unfounded from all view-
points; this curve has been presented only for good measure. Examination of 
a bundle conductor consisting of four sub conductors at 220 ky has not been 
accomplished, as its practical implementation would not be reasonable from 
any point of view. 
Analysis of the results obtained 
As the diagrams sho'w, increase of the number of sub conductors in a bun-
cUe results in a rapid decrease of corona loss. 
The curves in Figs 3a and 4·a plotted against the ayerage height of the 
eonduetors al}Qye ground (lz) show that corona loss varies only slightly in the 
usual range of heights determined by different viewpoints, so it is to be con-
sidered practically constant. There is a similar situation concerning average 
distanee hetween the phase condnctors (Da ,.), illustrated in Figs 3b and 41, 
this approximation seems to be coarser, the usual distances between phase 
conductors, howeyer, vary in a narrower range. Consequently, the appliea-
bility of the following diagrams does not decrease to a considerable extent by 
adopting given values of the ayerage distance between the phase conductors 
as well as of the average height of the conductors above ground, choosing both 
identical with corresponding dimensions of the reference lines. 
Examining corona loss in the dependence of the bundle spacing (cl), the 
cur...-es in Figs 3c and 4c indicate in general minimum yaInes. Loci of the mi-
nimum loss values yary with the yoltage; at 4·00 ky it is at about 30 centi-
mctres, at 220 ky, ho,yever, it is approximately at 20 centimetres. According 
to the prescnt practice in Hungary the bundle spacing is identieally 4·0 centi-
metres, i.e. it does not coincide exactly with the optimum ...-alue from the point 
of view of corona loss. In determining the bundle spaeing, there are of course 
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other yiewpoints, too, playing important parts, such as mechanical forces 
created by short-circuit current flows, swinging of conductors together, the 
necessary number of spacers, etc., justifying the usual distance of 40 centime-
tres bet"ween the subconductors. 
A distance of 20 centimetres betwecn the sub conductors ,\-ould reduce 
corona loss at 220 b- by about 6~~; turning to 30 centimetres at 400 b- would 
cause only about a 3 % decrease of corona loss. On the othcr hand, mcchanical 
forces loading spacers, created by short-circuit current flows would increase 
to a cca 3.5 timcs so high yalue at 220 ky [4], and they would bc doubled at 
4·00In-, if such changes were made in the spacings. This "would considerably 
influence spaceI' design, and it would increase investment costs. Consequently, 
subconductor spacing of 40 to 50 centimetres are generally applied all oYer 
the world. 
Conductor radius (r) is the geometric parameter influencing corona loss 
1Il the largest measure. The CUI'yeS in Figs 3d and 4d refer to subconductor 
spacings of 4·0 centimetres and to DaD and h determined by dimensions of the 
reference lines, consequently they are suitable for predicting corona loss of 
any 220 and 400 ky transmission line, respectively, ,\-ith a good approxima-
tion. Both sets of curyes arc to hc applied with good success as work-helps 
for transmission line design as well as for economy calculations associated 
-with it, as corona loss -values at different subconductor numbers, at different 
conductor radii and at all conductor arrangements coming into consideration 
can be read simply, and the influence of occasional modifications on corona 
loss can be easily and clearly followed. 
Let us consider e.g. the 220 ky transmission linc lVIunkacs-Saj6szoged. 
Its relatiye corona loss in the present construction -with 1 >" 350 mm2 conduc-
tors is 2.1: with 2 18.3 mm2 hundle conductors haying nearly the same total 
cross sectional area, it would decrease to L resulting in a more than 50()'n melio-
ration regarding corona loss. 
The 400 b- transmission line lVIunkacs-God has heen huilt 'with 3 ><400 
mm2 conductors. Its relatiye corona loss is equal to the unit. Should a similar 
400 k-v powrl' transmissionlillc he constructed with :2 >< 500 mm~ and:2 >< 600 mm2 
huncHes, rcspectiyely, then its relatiye loss -would be 1.8 and 1.5, respecti\"ely: 
applying 4 ><300 mm2 hundles, its relative loss would he as 10'\- as 0.15. Con-
8idering ahsolute loss values (0.466 kilowatts/kilometre at 3 x400 mm2), e.-en 
:2 ><500 mm~ and 2 ><600 mm2 yersions seem to he not too had, as 1.5 and 1.8 
times this Yalue, respectiyely, is relatiyely low itself. 
The rcally hest ycrsion can he chosen only on the hasis of circumstantial 
cconomic comparisons, with respect to the full seryice life and considering 
eyery viewpoint. 
Optimization inyestigations carried out for a great numher of transmiE-
si on lines [5] show the following general regularitie;:;: 
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1. The most fayoul'able conductor arrangement depend:" to a great 
extent upon system parameters (operation parameters of the line as well a::' 
economic yariablcs), consequently eyery case must he examined indiyidually. 
2. Optimum suhconductor number increases with load increase related 
to the surge impedance loading of the transmission line. 
The statements made above seem to he yerified hy the fact that there 
are transmission lines ·with hundle conductors in operation at 69 kv (in the 
USA) as ,reIl as lines with single conductors at 287 and 345 k"\-, respectiYely, 
(similarly in the USA). According to the practice in Emopa, hundle conductors 
are applied at 220 ky and higher yoltages, namely there are transmission line;; 
in operation at 400 ky with hundle conductors consisting of 2 and 3 suhcon-
ductors, respectively, in the transmission line system of France and Sweden, 
with 3 suhconductors in the USSR and with 4 suhconductors in Germany. 
It is to he seen that thc here puhlished diagrams offer a good help for 
the designers and may giye esst,ntial data for economic calculations. 
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Summary 
The present paper deals ·with the influence of geometric dimensions 011 corona 10,". 
considerillg overhead transmission line design view-points. Diagrams are presented as a 
result of calculations performed by means of digital computers. demonstrating corona 10% 
values plotted against geometric dimensions of single and bundle conductor lines, respectin·]y. 
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